Community Facility Advisory Committee

MEETING SUMMARY

April 29, 2019

High School Library

Learning Today, Leading Tomorrow
OVERVIEW
The meeting started off with the discussion of the Elementary preliminary needs.
Bray Architects collected the committee’s comment sheets, some of the common
observations were:
•

Safety / Security
» Issues with Drop-Off / Pick-Up area
» Secure Entry being added this summer

•

Infrastructure
» Worn carpet in the hallways
» Bathrooms are wanted closer to or in classrooms

•

Educational Spaces
» Gym and Cafeteria should be different rooms
» Lack of Small Group Instruction and Common Spaces

•

Site
» Land locked site / small green space

To Before touring the High School, Bray Architects presented the existing
conditions report, which included: A building system evolution diagram,
existing site plan and floor plan, building system summary, preliminary needs
assessment, ADA assessment, roof plan, exterior door and window analysis, and
engineer reports.
A video tour was presented showing some of the areas of the school that would
not be covered during the physical tour, some areas included: Athletic fields, the
greenhouse, the roof, and passing period between classes.
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NEXT MEETING

>>>

Monday, May 6| 6:30-8:30 PM
Intermediate / Middle School - Library
• Presentation | Intermediate / Middle
Existing Conditions Report
• Intermediate / Middle Tour |
Infrastructure Needs Focus
• Small Group Discussion |
Intermediate / Middle Needs &
Priorities
• Presentation | Business Office
Objectives & Key Results
• Presentation | School Finance 101

Community Facility Advisory Committee

MEETING SUMMARY

April 29, 2019

High School Library

Learning Today, Leading Tomorrow
OVERVIEW - continued
After the brief discussion of the existing conditions report and the video tour, the group took a tour of the High School. The
tour, which was the main focus of the meeting, was led by High School principal Loren Glasbrenner. Committee members
observed the following:
•

Areas of need as identified in the existing conditions report

•

Teaching and learning spaces that are serving the school well and those that could use improvement

•

All areas of the building (music rooms, shared auditorium/gym, technical education shops, special ed spaces etc.) that
support students everyday

The meeting closed with small group discussion on the High School preliminary needs. Bray Architects collected some of the
committee’s comment sheets, some of the common observations were:
•

Safety / Security
» Concerns about security / cameras at exterior doors
» Needs updates to traffic flow

•

Infrastructure
» Limited bathrooms
» Desired music rooms with fully ADA access
» Windowless cafeteria and library

•

Educational Spaces
» Main Gym and Auditorium should be different spaces
» Small classrooms / lacking flexible furniture
» Lack of Small Group Instruction and Common Areas

•

Site
»

Athletic Fields do not have enough spaces
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